Detection and Recognition for Life State of Cell Cancer Using Two-Stage Cascade CNNs.
Cancer cell detection and its stages recognition of life cycle are an important step to analyze cellular dynamics in the automation of cell based-experiments. In this work, a two-stage hierarchical method is proposed to detect and recognize different life stages of bladder cells by using two cascade Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). Initially, a hybrid object proposal algorithm (called EdgeSelective) by combining EdgeBoxes and Selective Search is proposed to generate candidate object proposals instead of a single Selective Search method in Region-CNN (R-CNN), and it can exploit the advantages of different mechanisms for generating proposals so that each cell in the image can be fully contained by at least one proposed region during the detection process. Then the obtained cells from the previous step are used to train and extract features by employing CNNs for the purpose of cell life stage recognition. Finally, a series of comparison experiments are implemented. The results show that the proposed method can obtain better performance than traditional methods either in the stage of cell detection or cell life stage recognition, and it encourages and suggests the application in the development of new anticancer drug and cytopathology analysis of cancer patients in the near future.